Reversibly Cross-Linking Amino-Polysiloxanes by Simple Triatomic Molecules. Facile Methods for Tuning Thermal, Rheological, and Adhesive Properties†
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The physical properties of five siloxane polymers with different types and frequencies of amino functional groups along the polymer side chains have been manipulated from flowing liquids to gels and to rubber-like materials by the simple addition or subtraction of a neutral triatomic molecule, CO₂ or CS₂, at room temperature. The chemical changes, formation of ammonium carbamates and ammonium dithiocarbamates, create materials whose properties are totally different from those of the parent polymers as a result of the introduction of ionic cross-links. These materials can be returned to their original forms by heating (in the case of the CO₂ adducts) or to their protonated original forms by treatment with an acid (in the case of the CO₂ and CS₂ adducts). Heating the ammonium dithiocarbamates leads to loss of H₂S and permanent (covalent) thiourea cross-links between the polymer chains. The new materials adhere strongly to other surfaces and can be swelled to several times their original volumes by different liquids. The rheological, swelling, and physical properties of the new materials have been correlated with the structures of the original polymers to provide a comprehensive picture of how changes at the nanometric length scale are translated to macroscopic changes. At least for the polysiloxanes examined here, the properties of the adducts do not correlate with the molecular weights of the original polymers, but do with the frequency of amino groups. The results demonstrate a simple, new method to cross-link polysiloxanes (and, in principle, a wide range of other polymers), transforming them into materials with totally different and potentially commercially useful properties.

Introduction

Polysiloxanes are among the most studied and commercially important partially inorganic polymers in use today.¹ Their backbones are very flexible, allowing easy interconversion of conformers. They also have interesting gas permeability and unusual surface properties.² As a result, they are used in a myriad of applications, such as drug-delivery systems,³ high-performance elastomers,⁴ membranes,⁵ adhesives,⁶ coatings,⁷ soft lithography stamps,⁸ and self-healing materials.⁹ The low energy of interaction among polysiloxane chains is responsible for two of their interesting attributes, high malleability and relatively low viscosity. These can also be disadvantageous because polysiloxanes cannot be made into fibers and immobilized films without significant structural modifications (N.B., cross-links between chains). It would be advantageous to be able to interconvert polysiloxanes between low and high interaction energy states so that they can be processed for different purposes without expending a large effort or expense.

Many modifications of the parent polysiloxane structure are known. Usually, a fraction of the methyl groups of the most common polysiloxane, poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), are substituted by a group containing a different length or functionality (i.e., a one-dimensional structural change).¹⁰ Ladder polysiloxanes possess two-dimensional structural features,¹¹ while cross-linked polysiloxanes,¹² including tubular and pseudosieve plate polysiloxanes, are three-dimensional structures.¹³ The nature and extent of the chain cross-links can be varied and each change leads to materials with different chemical and physical properties. The cross-links can be covalent or noncovalent (e.g., hydrogen bonding,¹⁴ metal coordination,¹⁵ etc.). Although the cross-linking can be reversed in some cases, it does not yield the original materials without performing significant physical or chemical manipulations. Clearly, a reversible cross-linking strategy that requires benign changes to the material mild conditions, and allows the noncross-linked and cross-linked forms to be recovered intact without significant effort would be desirable. We describe such strategies here and explore how the properties of the noncross-linked and cross-linked states differ.

The basis for our approaches is grounded in simple organic chemical transformations that have led to the development of reversible organogels,¹⁶ ionic liquids,¹⁷ and reversible solvents;¹⁸ CO₂ fixation-release systems;¹⁹ and supermolecular polymers.²⁰ It is known that simple, neutral X=Y=X triatomic molecules, in which the X atoms are much more electronegative than the Y atom (e.g., CO₂ and CS₂), can become “bridge-linkers” for amino groups.²¹,²² We reasoned that it should be possible to exploit the general chemistry shown in eqs 1 and 2 to transform weakly interacting chains of uncharged polysiloxanes with substituent amino groups into strongly interacting chains via attractive electrostatic attractions between positive and negative charged centers that lead to cross-links. In a medium of low polarity, such electrostatic forces can be very strong because they vary with the inverse of dielectric constant,²³ and the dielectric constant of silicone polymer is only 3.0–3.5.²⁴

Reversal of the CO₂-generated ammonium carbamate cross-links can be effected by warming the material under air or, more
rapidly, by bubbling an inert (displacing) gas, such as molecular nitrogen, through the sample (eq 1). Our experience is that the analogous ionic cross-links achieved with CS$_2$, ammonium dithiocarbamates, are not amenable to reversal, but heating produces (permanent) covalent thiourea cross-links instead (eq 2). Clearly, the degree of cross-linking can be controlled by the amount of amine functionality of polysiloxanes (as well as by the amount of the triatomic molecule added to the polymer; vide infra). In this way, the thermal and rheological properties by the amount of the triatomic molecule added to the polymer; in extraordinary fashions of both fundamental and applied interest. Furthermore, the magnitude of those changes can be tuned by the amount of amino functional groups (PSil). The resulting polymers after addition of a triatomic molecule can be removed from both the PSil-CS$_2$ and the PSil-CO$_2$ by treatment with an acid such as acetic acid or trifluoroacetic acid, to produce protonated PSil that are flowable liquids. The results demonstrate that the simple chemical changes effected by addition or removal of a triatomic molecule to one of the PSil as a bulk polymer can change its properties in extraordinary fashions of both fundamental and an applied interest. Furthermore, the magnitude of those changes can be tuned by the amount of amino functionalities in the PSil.

Experimental Section

Instrumentation. IR spectra were obtained on a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum One FT-IR spectrometer interfaced to a PC, using an attenuated total reflection accessory or NaCl plates. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) measurements were conducted under a dynamic nitrogen atmosphere (60 cm$^3$/min unless stated otherwise) at a 5 deg/min heating rate on a TGA Q50 thermo gravimetric analyzer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) interfaced to a computer. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were recorded on a DSC Q200 calorimeter (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) interfaced to a TA Thermal Analyst 3100 controller, and equipped with a refrigerated cooling system (RCS90) to control the cooling rates. Samples were sealed in aluminum cells and heated at 10 deg/min under a N$_2$ atmosphere. Rheological experiments were performed on an Anton Paar Physica MCR 301 rheometer (Anton Paar GmbH, Graz, Austria), using a parallel plate (radius 25 mm, gap 0.5 mm) or cone-and-plate (radius 25 mm, gap 0.5 mm, cone angle 1°, truncation 49 µm) geometry. Samples were equilibrated at 25 °C for about 5 min before starting measurements (at 25 °C) in order to eliminate any mechanical hysteresis. Dynamic frequency-sweep tests were conducted in the linear viscoelastic regime of each sample as determined by dynamic stress-sweep tests. All measurements were carried out within one week of sample preparation. The percentage of CO$_2$ uptake (percent CO$_2$ based upon the stoichiometric amount calculated from the amino content of a PSil) was measured with a mercury buret apparatus that is based on a design described in ref 26.

Materials. 3-(2-Aminoethyl)amino)propylmethoxysiloxane—dimethylsiloxane copolymer with 2–4% amino content (2–4)PSil, 3-aminopropylmethoxysiloxane—dimethylsiloxane copolymer with 6–7% amino content (6–7)PSil, and 3-aminopropyl-terminated polydimethylsiloxane with (3.2–3.8)% amino content (3PSil) were from Gelest, Inc. which supplied the characterization data also. For (2–4)PSil: bp >205 °C, mp <–60 °C, and dynamic viscosity = 200–300 mPa·s; $M_n$ not reported. For (6–7)PSil: bp >205 °C, mp <–60 °C, weight-average molecular weight $M_w$ = 4000–5000, and dynamic viscosity = 80–120 mPa·s. For 3PSil: $M_n$ ≈ 850–900 and viscosity = 10–15 mPa·s. 3-Aminopropylmethoxysiloxane—dimethylsiloxane copolymers with 10% and 15% amino groups (10PSil and 15PSil, respectively) were gifts from Dr. Dmitri Katsulis and Mr. Kenneth E. Zimmerman of Dow-Corning Corp., who also supplied their characterization data. For 10PSil: $M_n$ ≈ 9950, polydispersity (PD) = 1.71, and dynamic viscosity = 100 mPa·s. For 15PSil: $M_n$ ≈ 9650, PD = 1.71, and dynamic viscosity = 100 mPa·s. All reagents were used as received.
unless stated otherwise. Organic solvents for the swelling of gels were reagent grade or better (Aldrich). Carbon disulfide (anhydrous, 99.9%) was purchased from Aldrich. Carbon dioxide gas was generated by warming dry ice and was dried by passing it through a tube filled with Drierite (CaSO₄).

**Sample Preparations.** *Synthesis of Ammonium Carbamate Polysiloxanes (PSil-CO₂).* Dry CO₂ gas was bubbled gently through a stirred polysiloxane sample in a glass vial for 1 h. The vial was placed in a water bath during the CO₂ addition to dissipate the heat from the exothermic reaction.

**Synthesis of Ammonium Dithiocarbamate Polysiloxanes (PSil-CS₂).** Two molar equivalents of carbon disulfide were slowly added to a PSil in a closed glass vial. (Warning: Carbon disulfide is a pungent, poisonous, highly volatile liquid that should be used with appropriate precautions.) The vial was sonicated in an ultrasonic cleaner for 1 h and allowed to stand for 2 days, then the contents were placed under a house vacuum for 24 h to remove excess CS₂.

**Synthesis of Thiourea Cross-Linked Polysiloxanes (PSil-CS₂-H).** The procedure above was followed but the sample was heated to 120 °C for 1 h and cooled to room temperature 3 times instead of being placed under a house vacuum. The resulting material was kept in a vacuum oven at 40 °C for 24 h to remove any dissolved H₂S and residual CS₂. The thiourea-containing samples are slightly yellow. (Warning: H₂S is a very toxic gas that should be handled with appropriate precautions.)

**Acidification Experiments.** Either acetic acid or trifluoroacetic acid (1 mL) was added to 1 g of PSil-CO₂ or PSil-CS₂ in a glass vial and the mixture was stirred for 1 h.

**Procedure for Swelling.** A weighed aliquot (ca. 50 mg) of polymer and 3 mL of a liquid were placed in a closed screw-cap glass vial for 24 h. The polymer was removed, its surface was dried quickly on a piece of filter paper, and it was reweighed. The swelling ratio (S%) was calculated by eq 3, where Wₛ and Wₚ are the weights of swollen and dry polymer, respectively.

\[
S\% (w/w) = \frac{(W_s - W_p)}{W_p} \times 100\% \tag{3}
\]

The temporal uptake of liquid was determined by removing the polymer at different times from the liquid, weighing it, and placing it anew into the liquid until no weight increase could be detected.

**Adhesion Test Procedures.** An aliquot of polymer was placed on the steel base plate of the rheometer, and the upper parallel steel plate was moved into contact with the upper surface of the polymer. The initial gap was set at 0.15 mm. The system was left undisturbed for 10 min to form an equilibrated interfacial contact. Then, the top plate was lifted vertically to a plate gap of 0.50 mm. The normal force response in this process was recorded by the rheometer. All measurements were performed at 25 °C. No data were collected with PSil-CS₂ because the force required exceeded the capabilities of the rheometer.

**Results and Discussion**

**Characterization of Polysiloxanes.** Bubbling CO₂ through the stirred polysiloxanes for a few minutes resulted in a noticeable and significant increase in viscosity (Figure 1). In a separate experiment reported in Figure S4 of the Supporting Information, a flowing 15PSil sample like that at the left was regenerated by bubbling N₂ gas through its nonflowing 15PSil-CO₂ analogue at 80 °C (to increase the rate of displacement of CO₂). The cross-linking from formation of ionic pairs, as ammonium and carbamate centers are created (Scheme 1), can be monitored conveniently by FT-IR spectroscopy (Figure S1 of the Supporting Information with (6–7)PSil as an example). After CO₂ bubbling, a C=O stretching band at 1640 cm⁻¹, typical of a carbamate, was observed as a shoulder. In addition, a medium strong band, centered at 1586 cm⁻¹, can be assigned to the N–H bending; the corresponding peak was located at 1598 cm⁻¹ in (6–7)PSil before CO₂ bubbling and after passing N₂ through (6–7)PSil-CO₂. Also, a band ascribed to the asymmetric vibration of C–Si–C shifted to 1472 cm⁻¹ upon bubbling CO₂ through the (6–7)PSil. The change in the IR frequency demonstrates that a chemical change occurred, and it is reasonable to ascribe it to the uptake of CO₂.

Similarly, exposure of the amino-terminated polysiloxane 3PSil to CO₂ led to a rapid increase in its viscosity. The infrared spectrum in Figure 2 for the product of the reaction is consistent with the 3PSil-CO₂ structure: its new absorption bands are almost the same as those found in the spectrum of 15PSil-CO₂. The formation of ammonium dithiocarbamates in polysiloxanes upon addition of CS₂ is also indicated by FT-IR spectra. An N–H bending band was found at 1552 cm⁻¹, and the bands at 1370 and 945 cm⁻¹ can be assigned to C=S and C–S stretchings, respectively. Upon heating a 3PSil-CS₂ sample to 120 °C (to form 3PSil-CS₂-H), the N–H stretching band shifts from 3190 cm⁻¹ to 3068 cm⁻¹ as a result of H-bonding interactions. The C=S stretching band at 945 cm⁻¹ is no longer present and the C=S stretching band shifts to 1348 cm⁻¹. The IR frequencies for the thiourea groups in 3PSil-CS₂-H are very similar to those found in the spectrum of N,N’-dialkylthioureas obtained by heating alkylammonium alkylidithiocarbamates.

**Weight Percent CO₂ Uptake.** The temporal course of uptake of (1 atm) CO₂ by the polysiloxanes has been followed. Because the uptake rate is dependent on the surface area of the polysiloxanes exposed to the CO₂ gas and the rate of stirring, neither of which can be reproduced exactly, no attempt has been made to compare quantitatively rates of uptake by the different PSil polymers. However, the surface area and stirring rate in each run were nearly the same, so that the order of rates among...
the PSil is known qualitatively. The plateau (saturation) values for uptake are independent of both variables and, therefore, are reproducible quantitatively.

A typical plot for (6–7)PSil is shown in Figure S5 of the Supporting Information. The other polysiloxanes behaved in an analogous fashion. The uptake was rapid during the first 5 min and reached its maximum, ~130% of the expected amount for complete reaction, after ca. 60 min. The 30% excess is ascribed to physically adsorbed CO₂.

**Thermally Induced Changes and Stabilities.** Examples of the weight losses from heating 3PSil, 3PSil-CS₂, 3PSil-CS₂, and 3PSil-CS₂-H by TGA are collected in Figure 3. The difference curve between 3PSil-CS₂ and 3PSil shows a 4.0% higher loss at 80 °C from 3PSil-CS₂ than from 3PSil; the calculated weight of CO₂ in 3PSil-CS₂, assuming complete conversion, is ca. 4.0%. We assume that the excess (i.e., physically adsorbed) CO₂ is lost over time as the 3PSil-CS₂ samples equilibrate with air. Similarly, heating 3PSil-CS₂ results in a 2.8% weight loss at 120 °C. This value is close to the 3.1% loss predicted if each of the ammonium dithiocarbamate ion pairs loses one molecule of H₂S. As expected, the thiourea-containing polysiloxane, 3PSil-CS₂-H, is more stable thermally than its ionically cross-linked analogue, 3PSil-CS₂.

Representative DSC thermograms of polysiloxanes are collected in Figures S6 and S7 of the Supporting Information. The first-heating thermogram of 15PSil-CS₂CO₂ includes a broad endotherm that extends from 60 to 120 °C that is attributed to loss of CO₂. The first-heating thermogram of 15PSil-CS₂ has a broad endotherm from 75 to 150 °C that is in good agreement with the expectation from the TGA results that H₂S is being lost. No subsequent exotherms or endotherms were detected during the first cooling or second heating of the sample; conversion of ammonium dithiocarbamate to thiourea is complete after the initial heating.

The isothermal stability of DPAS-15-CS₂ was monitored by TGA. The reversion of the ionic to uncharged forms of the polysiloxanes is very slow at 25 °C in the presence of a dry nitrogen gas flow of 60 cm³/min (0.70% weight, corresponding to ~0.16 equiv of CO₂, was lost during 60 min) and is even slower in the absence of a wind (0.08% or ~2 × 10⁻² equiv of CO₂ was lost during 60 min) (Figure S8b of the Supporting Information). At 75 or 100 °C, 96% of the weight loss calculated for total removal of the CO₂ is achieved after less than 5 min with N₂ flow (Figure S8a of the Supporting Information).

Taken together, these results clearly demonstrate that the PSil-CS₂ have good thermal stability at room temperature without nitrogen flow, and good reversibility at elevated temperature with nitrogen flow.

**Swelling and Kinetics of Swelling.** The cross-linked PSils can be swollen into gel states by a variety of liquids. An example, the increase in size of (6–7)PSil-CS₂ swelled by hexane, is shown in Figure S9 of the Supporting Information and the weight increases observed after swelling with a variety of liquids are displayed in Figure 4. We attribute the greater swelling capacity of (6–7)PSil-CS₂ than (6–7)PSil-CS₂-H to the ability of the ionic cross-links of the former to “float” from one position to another in a manner that maximizes the network stability in the presence of a liquid; covalent cross-links are “fixed” and, therefore, unable to readjust to the presence of a swelling liquid. Even before swelling, (6–7)PSil-CS₂-H is a much stiffer material than (6–7)PSil-CS₂. The swelling ratios reported here are larger than those from other cross-linked poly(dimethylsiloxane) gels probably as a result of the longer side chains in the PSil and the triatomic cross-linkers which leave the 3-D networks more flexible (i.e., the cationic and anionic centers remain paired, but the specific groups constituting the pairs can change with time and degree of swelling).

As mentioned above, the degree of cross-linking can be controlled also by the amount of the triatomic molecule added to the polymer. Thus, 0.4 equiv of CS₂ was added to 15PSil to simulate the degree of cross-linking in fully reacted (6–7)PSil. Under these conditions, swelling ratios in hexane were 330% for 15PSil-0.4CS₂ and 250% for 15PSil-0.4CS₂-H (i.e., the sample of 15PSil-0.4CS₂ that was heated and then swelled). The corresponding (6–7)PSil samples have swelling ratios in hexane, 360% and 280%, that are very near these values. From this observation, we conclude that the ammonium dithiocarbamate cross-links are not affected in an important fashion by the presence of free amino groups on the polymer chains. However, when the nature of the amino groups differs, as they do between (2–4)PSil, in which each side chain contains one primary and one secondary amino group, and 15 PSil, in which each side chain contains only one primary amino group (see Scheme 1), the properties of the partially reacted 15PSil do not match those in which all of the amino groups of (2–4)PSil are thought to be reacted (vide infra).

The kinetics of swelling of these two polysiloxanes by hexane has been investigated as well (Figure S10 of the Supporting Information). Swelling of (6–7)PSil-CS₂-H is rapid during the first several minutes and reaches an equilibrium after ca. 2 h; its rate and its equilibrium value are higher than those of (6–7)PSil-CS₂-H. The smaller spaces intrinsically available to hexane molecules between chains in the thiourea-cross-linked
molecular weights, have been compared. Addition of CO₂ or CS₂ increased the viscosities of both (Supporting Information, Figure S14). Also, the stronger attachment of CS₂ than CO₂ to the amine groups and the greater polarizability of the dithiocarbamate make the viscosity of 3PSil-CS₂ higher than that of 3PSil-CO₂, but both are less viscous than their (2−4)PSil analogues which can form 3-dimensional cross-linked networks in the presence of one of the triatomic molecules.

The viscosity of the (thiourea-containing) 3PSil-CS₂-H, made by heating 3PSil-CS₂ to ca. 120 °C, is ca. 20× that of its immediate precursor. The large increase can be attributed to the covalent nature of the thiourea links between 3PSil chains and the ability of the thiourea groups to establish strong H-bonding networks. The loss modulus \( G'' \) of this material exceeds the storage modulus \( G' \) over the entire range of frequencies examined and is a strong function of frequency (Figure S15 of the Supporting Information), whereas \( G' \) is nearly independent of frequency; \( G' \) of all of the polysiloxanes with amino groups on side chains is strongly dependent on frequency (Figure S11, Supporting Information). In addition, the viscoelastic properties of 3PSil-CS₂ indicate that this material is like both a viscous liquid and a gel.

However, (2−4)PSil-CS₂ exhibits a different rheological behavior from the other polysiloxane samples, whether they are treated with CO₂ or CS₂ (Figure 7). Its viscoelastic response can be divided into two regimes: at lower frequencies, \( G'' \) exceeds \( G' \) (a viscous response); at higher frequencies, above the crossing point \((\omega_c, \text{ where the system relaxation time, } \tau_0 \text{ is ca. } 1/(\omega_c), G'' \text{ becomes lower than } G' \) (an elastic response of a transient entangled network). Its steady-shear rheology differs from those of the other CO₂- and CS₂-treated polysiloxanes as well (Figure S12 of the Supporting Information): at low angular frequencies, viscosity increases with increasing shear stress (Pa); above the critical shear stress, the viscosity becomes independent of shear stress, as expected for a Newtonian liquid: in behavior typical of viscous liquids, both \( G' \) and \( G'' \) increase with increasing angular frequencies (Figure S11 of the Supporting Information); these are extremely viscous fluids without gel-like properties.

As mentioned above, partial reaction of 15PSil with CS₂ to effect cross-links has a different consequence than that when a polysiloxane with amino groups of a different type and in a different distribution along a chain, such as (2−4)PSil, is completely reacted with CS₂. Thus, addition of 0.2 equiv of CS₂ to 15PSil, to simulate the frequency of ammonium dithiocarbamate groups in (2−4)PSil-CS₂, led to polymers with very different rheological properties (Figure S13 in the Supporting Information). These results, in combination with those from swelling 15PSil-0.4CS₂ (to simulate (6−7)PSil-CS₂),...
Figure 8. Storage ($G'$, ●) and loss ($G''$, ○) moduli of (6–7)PSil-CS$_2$ at 25 °C.

Figure 9. Storage ($G'$, ●) and loss ($G''$, ○) moduli of (6–7)PSil-S$_2$ at 25 °C.

demonstrate that the structure of the amino-containing polysiloxane must be considered carefully when attempting to understand the consequences of adding an X=YuX cross-linker.

According to the dynamic strain sweep measurements in Figure 8, (6–7)PSil-CS$_2$ is a soft elastic material; $G'$ decreases as shear strain increases. However, $G''$ increases and then decreases in the high-strain region. This behavior, a “weak strain overshoot”, arises from the strain-induced imbalance between the formation and destruction of network junctions. If the polysiloxane backbones with ammonium dithiocarbamate groups (as well as those with ammonium carbamate groups) are highly extended as a result of the electrostatic repulsion from the charged centers, the resultant microstructure networks can resist deformation while a weak strain is imposed and $G''$ increases. However, the microstructures are destroyed by large strains, decreasing $G''$.

On the basis of the observations in Figure 8, the dynamic rheological data for (6–7)PSil-CS$_2$ in Figure 9, showing a gel-like behavior—the storage modulus $G'$ greatly exceeds the loss modulus $G''$ over the entire range of frequencies and both moduli are almost independent of angular frequencies—are not surprising. The lack of frequency dependence indicates that the sample does not relax in the time frame of ≤ 100 s. The (6–7)PSil-CS$_2$ swollen by chloroform and ethyl acetate and PSil-CS$_2$–H swollen by hexane also behave rheologically like gels (Figures S16 and S17 in the Supporting Information).

Adhesion Tests. PSil-CO$_2$ samples adhered strongly to several different surfaces. Figure S18 of the Supporting Information provides quantitative data for the adhesion to steel as a function of amino group content. Although adhesion is highest for 15PSil-CO$_2$, the dependence on amino group content is not linear. The ability of the PSil-CO$_2$ to adhere to other rigid substrates has been examined only qualitatively as a result of instrumental limitations. The results indicate that the PSil-CO$_2$ have strong adhesive forces to glass in the opening mode (i.e., pulling the plates apart by applying a force perpendicular to the plate surfaces); the forces are weaker for Teflon, paper, cardboard, and copper, but all are substantial. Adhesion to any of the materials tested was much stronger for the PSil-CO$_2$ than for the corresponding PSil. We note that adhesion of 15PSil-CO$_2$ even to Teflon was rather strong.

We also evaluated the qualitative adhesiveness of the PSil-CO$_2$ under different environmental conditions. There was no discernible difference in the adhesion of 15PSil-CO$_2$ to copper plates during 24 h when the sandwiched samples were left in air or submerged under tap water. In both cases, the contact surface area of the polymer to the outside environment was very small, conditions that disfavor loss of CO$_2$ via out-diffusion and entry of water via in-diffusion. However, the substrates could be separated much more easily when a sandwich was warmed for several minutes to 40 °C (i.e., below the CO$_2$ loss temperature according to DSC and TGA measurements); recooling the same sandwich to room temperature increased again the adhesive strength.

Acidification Treatment. It is known that protonation of the carbamate of the dithiocarbamate groups results in a rapid loss of their triatomic moieties and formation of ammonium groups. When the ammonium carbamate being treated is part of a polymeric material, addition of acid causes a precipitous decrease in viscosity, analogous to that experienced by ammonium carbamates when they are heated to remove CO$_2$. Similarly, decarboxylations of the PSil-CO$_2$ were effected upon application of an acid to their surfaces; the viscosities were reduced and small bubbles (presumably CO$_2$) were formed in the materials when acetic acid (pK$_a$ 4.8) was added. However, the PSil-CS$_2$ was converted to flowing liquids only after addition of the stronger trifluoroacetic acid (pK$_a$ 0.5).

Summary and Conclusions

We have developed a facile method for the cross-linking of polysiloxanes with amino functionalities via addition of an uncharged triatomic molecule, CO$_2$ or CS$_2$. The cross-linking with CO$_2$ can be reversed easily by mild heating while that with CS$_2$ cannot be—warming the ammonium dithiocarbamates that are formed upon exposure of the PSil to CS$_2$ results in covalent thiourea cross-links and expulsion of H$_2$S. The changes of the thermal, rheological, and adhesive properties of the polysiloxanes before and after ionic and covalent cross-linking have been examined as a function of the degree of amino substitution on the polymer chains—several of the properties of the systems can be “tuned” by varying the amino group content along the polymer chains. A remarkable aspect of this work is the extremely large increases in the viscosity and adhesiveness that can be attained simply by bubbling CO$_2$ (or adding CS$_2$) through the polymers. Although there is a direct relationship between the absolute viscosity and the amount of amine functionality in the polymers after addition of a triatomic, no correlation was obvious before, where molecular weight of the polymer chains appears to be the most important factor. The strong adhesion of the PSil-CO$_2$ polymers to various substrates, combined with their reversibility to the original PSils (and loss of adhesive strength) opens prospects for creating reversible, stimuliresponsive adhesives or sealants in which adhesion can be controlled by environmental conditions.

The PSil-CS$_2$ and the PSil-CS$_2$–H materials that they yield upon heat treatments are also polymer gels, and their gel-like properties are apparent from their ability to be swelled to several-fold their original volumes by some organic solvents. Again,
this ability to be swelled and deswelled may lead to interesting new applications for polysiloxanes. Although heating the PSiL-CS$_2$ cannot recover them to their PSiL forms, as can the PSiL-CS$_2$, exposing them to a strong acid produces ammonium groups along the chains (i.e., protonated PSiL) that flow again like liquids, have lost their gel-like properties, and are no longer strong adhesives. In summary, we have demonstrated that simple organic chemistry can be applied to a set of complex polymers to change enormously their macroscopic properties. The nature of those changes have been documented step-by-step through a combination of spectrosopic and rheological measurements. This facile strategy provides not only an effective alternate to the more classical method to cross-link polymers, but also an easily accessed route to two classes of novel materials with interesting physical and chemical properties.

Potential new applications include the use of polysiloxanes as cleaning agents in art conservation, where rheo reversibility and swelling by organic liquids are highly desirable attributes. In addition, our swollen polysiloxanes may be useful packaging materials for chromatography and as aligning media for NMR measurements. This approach may also be useful in the synthesis of new polymers from monomers pretreated with CO$_2$ or CS$_2$. Experiments to exploit some of these uses and to expand the range of polymers that are cross-linked by these materials for chromatography this ability to be swelled and deswelled may lead to interesting physical and chemical properties.
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